Includes D#-brane objects -some supersufficient to SM (>11 dimensions total) -how to break symmetries to achieve SM is poorly understood -compactification onto Calabi-Yau manifolds ( The matrix operator R is applied aboveand only corner-position-preserving operators are allowed. i.e. operators similar to <I|(RG -R -G)|I> (Def: R, G, B faces → ) abc j k l  s t u  def  mno vwx ghi  pqr  yzA gda j k l  s t u  heb mno vwx i f c  pqr  yzA
i.e. algebraic symmetry breaking (these rotations will be used in lieu of complex numbers to represent anti-particles)
The 8-fold Way -colorized
The Standard Model showing color-and charge-symmetries SM QCD coloring assigned (i.e. broken symmetry).
Rishon combinatorial notation included, with position symmetry kept. • Color charge (usual QCD conventions) • Electric charge • particle or anti-particle (CP, CPT violation?) SM Quanta must be both separable and innately described by the string (1-brane)
..mass must be unified in the theory in a way which explains the existence of several mass-coupling constants (and eventually calculate their respective values a priori)
A string (1-brane) with standing "gravitational waves" Electric charge is identified by the curvature (+Ø) (convex, concave relative to the particle's spin/motion) Spin quantum is defined only for the composite particle Chirality wrt to orientation vector defines particle vs. antiparticle Standing waves have non-perturbative maxima which are equated to color quantum, based on spin orientation -can change; strong & weak interaction 3x3x3 matrix algebra has 1-1 correspondence to 'orientifolds' :
Recall that these are all now massive particles..
The orientation (color chirality) vector indicates that dA has physical meaning… i.e. mass
Beth, mass per 1-brane unit area, α', should have a formulation derived from a 2-D Quantum Gravity approach 
